Epic Research Invoice Tutorial
First page header
The Guarantor account number is the Epic billing number for
your study. It is different than the EPIC study account number
(CSN), but is linked to it in Epic.

Please note new address for
sending payments

Study name and billing
address (from TASCS)

Payment needs to reference invoice #, which is Guarantor Acct
followed by Invoice date (in this example: 1474166 092611)

Total due on invoice

Important exception for the first invoices: Do not pay attention to the “due date”.
The system automatically populates this as 30 days after invoice is printed. We
manually work on the invoice after it’s printed, causing the due date to be
incorrectly close to the date the invoice is sent. Please think of the “due date” as
30 days after you receive the invoice.

New Charges and Account Aging
Hospital Account Record (HAR) is the account number associated with the charges for the study for one calendar
month. Multiple HARs on an invoice mean the charges span more than one month.

List of all HARs not
previously billed to
study
Total research charges
on each HAR
Breakdown of outstanding
balances on account by days
since charges were invoiced

Important exception for the first invoices: The system does not know we have not sent invoices. The account aging
field has been generated based on when the service occurred, and not when the study was invoiced. These “aged”
charges are included in the attached detail.

Payments, Adjustments, and Summary

List of all payments and
adjustments applied to
study account since last
invoiced

Summary of outstanding
balance on study account

The “amount due” should match the charge detail attached,
regardless if the charges are “new/current ” or “previous/aged”.

Important exception of the first invoices: Disregard any adjustments listed on the initial invoice. The system
inappropriately applied discounts, which we manually reversed.

Charge Detail: Patient Detail
The charge detail includes charges and credits for the current billing period, broken down by patient.

Patient detail, if provided
HAR

Date of Service

EPIC Charge Code

Research price

Credit charges due to
system corrections.

The IDS dispensing fee will be a monthly total. Detail of each dispensing fee will
be attached to the EPIC invoice as it was for previous PASS invoices.

Charge Detail: HAR Detail
The HAR Detail includes charges without patient identifiers.

Guarantor Account
HAR

Total for previous
or “aged” charges
by HAR.

For any questions about Epic research invoices, please contact Fairview
Research Administration: (612) 672-7690; research@fairview.org.

